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◎於答案卷上作答時，不得書寫與題意無關之姓名、編號或其他不應有的文字、標記、符號等，違反者該

◎科成績以零分計。 

壹、 

第一題： 

Chat GPT的浪潮來襲，越來越多人感受到威脅，擔心被取代。但是，也有人善用它、把它當作助理，用來蒐集

資料、撰寫文案、創作影音作品或是寫程式、計算財務等等。請以300-400字論述「AI對當今生活或工作的衝擊

及其因應之道」。 
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貳、英文【四選一單選選擇題25題，占50分】 

一、字彙【請依照句子前後文意，選出最適當的答案】 

(4)01.This _____ lotion can effectively moisturize your skin and reduce wrinkles, making you look at least five years younger.  

(1)confounding  (2)deliberating (3)habituating (4)rejuvenating 

(2)02.The government said the protestors' actions were in total _____ of related laws and regulations and would result in seri-

ous consequences.  

(1)contemplation  (2)disregard (3)approval   (4)nourishment 

(1)03.Some common techniques used by politicians to _____ sensitive questions include ignoring the question, attacking the 

question, and making a political point.  

(1)evade (2)clamp (3)fertilize (4)sustain 

(1)04.If you really don't know how to write it, a quick way is to find _____ on the internet and modify it slightly to fit your 

purpose and audience.  

(1)a template (2)a mischief (3)an exemption (4)an indication 

(3)05.Since there was not enough time left, we could only quickly _____ the long article to get the main idea.  

(1)remove (2)unearth (3)skim. (4)forge 

(3)06.Please remember that past infection does not guarantee _____ to the disease. You still need to take all necessary precau-

tions.  

(1)execution (2)renewal (3)immunity (4)assault 

(4)07.We had a busy weekend so I'm planning to have some _____ tomorrow.  

(1)brochure  (2)extension  (3)postpone  (4)downtime  

(2)08.Any product that you ask to be _____ cannot be returned. So, you need to make sure about that before you place the 

order.  

(1)victimized  (2)customized (3)apologized  (4)criticized  
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二、文法測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

(2)09.The four tourists kidnapped in Mexico are _____ from Southern Taiwan.  

(1)reports (2)reportedly (3)reportingly   (4)been reported 

(3)10.At least five different courses in programming languages _____ since March of last year, including the popular introduct

ory course on Python.  

(1)were cancelling (2)cancelled (3)have been cancelled (4)be cancelling 

(4)11.When construction is completed, the workers will check the building thoroughly, identify areas that need cleaning, and _

____ any other necessary repairs.  

(1)to make (2)made (3)making (4)make 

(4)12.The Police Department is asking for the public's help in finding the 21-year-old man _____ cigarettes in a convenience 

store.  

(1)who last saw buying (2)last seeing to buy (3)who saw to last buy (4)last seen buying 

(1)13.Judging from the mixed feedback from the customers so far, there's no telling _____.  

(1)whether the new product will succeed or not 

(4)14.The company's stock price moved higher _____ the news about its merger with one of the largest banks on the East 

coast.  

(1)which follow (2)followed (3)when it follows (4)following   

(4)15.He took a taxi _____ he wouldn't be late.  

(1)however  (2)in case (3)unless (4)so that 

 

三、克漏字測驗【請依照段落上下文意，選出最適當的答案】 

Dogs that are naturally calm and tranquil may find their calling by playing a role in pet therapy. Studies have shown that 

dogs can help people in many ways, in both official and non-official    16    . A Tufts University study, for instance, found that 

children who read aloud to dogs over the summer maintain their reading skills. Dogs are also used in animal-assisted therapy 

sessions to    17    with everything from depression to cardiovascular disease, dementia, dental procedures, and cancer treat-

ment. If you have a highly intelligent, eager-to-please dog, then taking time to    18    them in both behavioral skills and tricks 

is an ideal way to bond and bring their talents to the fore. Your dog should be able to walk calmly on a lead, behave when 

visitors arrive at the door, and sit and lie down when you ask them    19    . However, you can take things a bit further by 

teaching them fancy tricks    20    jumping through a hoop or completing a dance routine.  

(2)16.(1)prices  (2)settings  (3)economies (4)regions 

(1)17.(1)aid  (2)dwell (3)cap (4)tick 

(3)18.(1)bound (2)induce (3)train  (4)spoil 

(1)19.(1)to  (2)not   (3)so  (4)how 

(1)20.(1)such as (2)far from   (3)so that (4)respective of 

 

四、閱讀測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

Whether humans are born good or evil has been debated by philosophers for centuries. Aristotle argued that morality is 

learned, and that we are born as “amoral creatures” while Sigmund Freud considered new-borns a moral blank slate. Any-

one who has read Lord of the Flies （蒼蠅王）will expect children to be complete sociopaths just waiting to be freed from  

(2)successful or not is the new product 

(3)the new product succeeds or no (4)if the new product be successful 
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their adult-imposed restrictions to brutally kill each other. Maybe the two most famous opposing views on this debate are 

those of Thomas Hobbes and Jean-Jacques Rousseau. Hobbes described humans as “nasty” and “brutish”, needing soci-

ety and rules to control their instincts in order to thrive; later Rousseau openly criticized him, arguing instead that humans 

would be gentle and pure without the corruption of greed and inequality caused by the class system imposed by our society.  

However, developmental psychology studies show there may be some natural “good” in humanity (or, to be more tech-

nical, that at least kids are capable of passing moral judgements at an earlier age than previously thought). To do this, babies 

less than a year old were made to watch a puppet show where different colored shapes acted in ways that were clearly recog-

nizable as morally right or wrong. A red circle was shown struggling to climb a hill while an “evil” blue square tried to 

push it back down. Meanwhile, a “good” yellow triangle attempted to help the red circle by pushing it up. After the play, 

the babies were asked which shape they wanted to play with: the evil blue square or the good yellow triangle. As you may 

have guessed, they all picked the latter, the triangle that exhibited helpful and selfless behavior. This applied even for babies 

as young as seven months. The scene replicates the findings of a 2010 study which went further to prove that babies were 

choosing the puppets because of their actions rather than other variables (for example, a preference or familiarity with a cer-

tain color or shape). When the show was replayed with the shapes taking on the opposite role, the infants still mostly chose the 

shape that had taken on the role of the helper . 

(3)21.What is the passage mainly about?  

(1)A popular puppet show (2)A famous study conducted in 2010 

(3)Human nature (4)Two well-known philosophers 

(2)22.Which of the following is true?  

(1)Aristotle believed that humans are born good but learn to become evil later. 

(2)There is still no agreement among philosophers about the true nature of humanity. 

(3)Most philosophers believe that human nature are evil, while most psychologists believe the opposite.  

(4)The nature of humanity depends totally on the environment. 

(4)23.What can be inferred from the passage?  

(1)Morality is something humans learn completely from adults. 

(2)Some colors are better representations of good behaviors than others. 

(3)In the works of Sigmund Freud, children are described as evil-natured creatures.  

(4)Some babies may like certain shapes better than others. 

(2)24.Why does the author talk about the study of 2010?  

(1)To point out the flaw of the study design with babies and a puppet show.  

(1)25.Whose view on human nature may the study in the second paragraph lend support to?  

(1)Jean-Jacques Rousseau (2)Thomas Hobbes 

(3)Aristotle (4)Sigmund Freud 

(2)To show that similar findings can be found about the natural good in humanity.  

(3)To compare the views of modern behavior psychologists with those of early philosophers. 

(4)To prove that none of the philosophers is right about humanity. 


